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By comparing neutrino fluxes and central temperatures calculated from 1000 detailed numerical solar
els, we derive improved scaling laws which show how each of the neutrino fluxes depends upon the c
temperature~flux }Tm); we also estimate uncertainties for the temperature exponents. With the aid o
one-zone model of the Sun, we derive expressions for the temperature exponents of the neutrino fluxes. F
most important neutrino fluxes, the exponents calculated with the one-zone model agree to within 20
better with the exponents extracted from the detailed numerical models. The one-zone model provi
physical understanding of the temperature dependence of the neutrino fluxes. For thepp neutrino flux, the
one-zone model explains the~initially surprising! dependence of the flux upon a negative power of th
temperature and suggests a new functional dependence. This new function makes explicit the strong a
relation between the7Be andpp neutrino fluxes. The one-zone model also predicts successfully the aver
linear relations between neutrino fluxes, but cannot predict the appreciable scatter in aDf i /f i versus
Df j /f j diagram.

PACS number~s!: 26.65.1t, 14.60.Pq, 95.30.Cq, 96.60.Jw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Deciphering the solar neutrino problem offers the com
bined challenge of understanding the structure of the so
interior and understanding the nature of neutrino intera
tions. The consensus view at present, in part based u
temperature scalings discussed in this paper, is that the m
sured solar neutrino fluxes reported in the four operating e
periments cannot be explained by hypothesizing change
standard solar models~SSM’s!. The most plausible explana
tions, with the currently available data, require some exte
sion of the standard model of electroweak interactio
@1–16#.

The long-standing discrepancy between the observed
the predicted neutrino fluxes has motivated the study
many nonstandard solar models, which are in most casesad
hoc perturbations of the standard solar model. For many
the proposed changes of SSM input parameters~e.g., nuclear
cross sections, element abundances, and opacities!, the pre-
dicted neutrino fluxes are approximately characterized b
single derived model parameter, the central temperature,T.
For small variations of input parameters, the neutrino flux
and the central temperature of a detailed solar model can
related by a power law of the form@17#

f}Tm, m5
d lnf

d lnT
. ~1!

For the fundamentalpp neutrinos,m;21 and for the im-
portant 8B neutrinos,m;120.

The temperature dependences indicated in Eq.~1! are ob-
tained from precise calculations with complex stellar evol
tion codes that solve coupled partial differential equation
The results of these calculations are well known and ha
been used in many previous analyses of the implications
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solar neutrino experiments. Our goal is to show how thes
simple dependences result from the basic physics of t
problem and to what extent the parametrization in terms of
central temperature is sufficient to characterize the neutri
fluxes. The most initially suprising result of the stellar evo
lution calculations is that the magnitude of thepp neutrino
flux dependence depends inversely upon the value of t
central temperature. We shall see that even this result ha
simple, quantitative explanation in terms of the nuclear phy
ics of the energy generation process.

The scaling with the central solar temperature can be us
to evaluate neutrino fluxes for small deviations from th
standard solar model. If a model is known to have a slight
different central temperature than the SSM, the neutrin
fluxes can be estimated without detailed numerical calcul
tions. Many classes of nonstandard models~involving, e.g.,
rapid rotation in the solar interior, some variations in nuclea
cross sections, or the existence of a strong magnetic field
the solar core!, reduce the central temperature. A quantitativ
determination of the reduction in the central temperature im
plied by a specified change in the input physics require
detailed numerical modeling. With the aid of the temperatu
scaling laws, neutrino fluxes from nonstandard solar mode
can be investigated over large parameter ranges.

Using previously determined scaling laws of neutrino
fluxes with central temperature,T, @7,17,18# several authors
@5,7–10# have studied nonstandard solar models and ha
compared the predicted neutrino fluxes with the availab
experimental data from the four operating solar neutrino e
periments, Homestake, Kamiokande, GALLEX, and SAG
@19–22#. These authors@5,7–10# show that it is impossible to
reconcile the data from the four operating solar neutrino e
periments with the neutrino fluxes predicted by changes
T. They conclude that nonstandard solar models which ha
4202 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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53 4203TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SOLAR NEUTRINO FLUXES
different central temperatures than the standard model
unlikely to solve the solar neutrino problem.

In the applications described above, the conclusions
pend to some extent upon the extrapolation of the tempe
ture scalings to a larger temperature range than was cove
in the original numerical models from which the scaling law
were derived@17#. We note that Castellani, Degl’Innocenti
and Fiorentini @7# ~see also references@9,10#! find good
agreement between the neutrino fluxes calculated from th
nonstandard, but detailed, solar models and the fluxes
tained by scaling with respect to the central solar tempe
ture.

The analysis in the present paper provides a physical j
tification for the use of the temperature scalings, even
relatively large changes in the central solar temperature.
present improved determinations for the temperature ex
nents and estimates for their uncertainties. We also give
ponents for four minor neutrino fluxes for which temperatu
dependences were not previously available. By constructi
the derived scaling law for the fundamentalpp neutrino flux
is consistent with the observed solar luminosity.

Our results are complementary to the powerful numeric
techniques of Castellaniet al. @7,9,10#, who have shown that
several nonstandard solar models have a homologous t
perature dependence, and to the insightful physical analy
of Bludman @23#, who has argued that it is a reasonab
approximation to regard the solar interior as a single regi
that can be largely described by a single parameter, the c
tral solar temperature. Taken together, these previous inv
tigations provide strong motivation for taking seriously th
predictions of a single-zone solar model.

In what follows, we shall refer frequently to different fu
sion reactions in thepp chain. For convenience, we summa
rize in Table I the principal reactions in thepp chain.

In Sec. II of this paper, we report scaling laws~with un-
certainty estimates for the exponents! for all the solar neu-
trino fluxes that were included in the 1000 numerical sol
models calculated in the Monte Carlo study of Bahcall a
Ulrich @17#. We present, in Sec. III, a simple one-zone mod
for the sun which accounts well for the numerically derive
scaling laws. This model motivates the use of the new fun
tional form for the temperature dependence of thepp neu-

TABLE I. The principal reactions of thepp chain.

Reaction Reaction Neutrino energy
number ~MeV!

p1p→2H1e11ne 1 0.0 to 0.4
p1e21p→2H1ne 2 1.4
2H1p→3He1g 3
3He13He→4He12p 4
or
3He14He→7Be1g 5
then
e217Be→7Li1ne 6 0.86, 0.38
7Li1p→4He14He 7
or
p17Be→8B1g 8
8B→8Be1e11ne 9 0 to 14
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trino flux. We discuss in Sec. IV the Fogli-Lisi sum rule@14#
on the temperature exponents. In Sec. V, we display the c
relations found between the values of the principal neutrin
fluxes in the 1000 solar models and show to what extent t
one-zone model can account for these correlations. Final
in Sec. VI we summarize and discuss our main conclusion

II. TEMPERATURE EXPONENTS:
DETAILED SOLAR MODELS

We have derived power-law scaling relations with th
central solar~model! temperature,T, for the neutrino fluxes
from the 1000 numerical solar models of@17#. The numerical
models are calculated with a stellar evolution code~the same
code each time! that typically uses a few hundred mass
zones. For these precise solar models, the principal inp
parameters~nuclear cross sections and element abundance!
were sampled within their ranges of uncertainty. The avera
dependences upon the central temperatureT of the neutrino
fluxes calculated for these models are represented with re
sonable accuracy@17# by power-law relations.

Some particle physicists have objected to the term ‘‘100
standard solar models’’ to describe this collection of numer
cal solar models on the grounds that the same underlyi
theoretical model~stellar evolution theory and the standard
electroweak model! is used to calculate all of the solar mod-
els. For their comfort, we have avoided in this paper descri
ing the set of models as ‘‘1000 standard solar models’’ an
instead refer to them as ‘‘1000 detailed solar models’’ o
‘‘1000 numerical solar models.’’

In Figs. 1 and 2 and in Table II, we show temperatur
exponents that were derived by minimizing the residuals
power-law fits of the fluxes versusT. The power-law repre-
sentations generally describe well the dependences of
neutrino fluxes upon the central temperature of the sol
model.

The temperature exponents obtained here by minimizin
the residuals for the power-law fits are in approximate agre
ment with the earlier values@17,18# obtained by best visual
fits of power-law temperature dependences to the distributi
of neutrino fluxes. The new~previous! temperature expo-
nents of the neutrino fluxes arem(pp)521.1(21.2);
m(7Be)510 ~8!; andm(8B)524 ~18!.

For the first time, scaling exponents derived from th
Monte Carlo experiment are given here for the less
numerous neutrinos from pep,13N, 15O, and17F. In previous
applications of the scaling laws, it was necessary to guess
temperature exponents of these four minor neutrino flux
based upon analogies with the published exponents for t
three dominant neutrino fluxes.

We estimate uncertainties in the values of the scaling e
ponents by determining the indices twice, once by minimiz
ing the residuals in the best fit to the neutrino fluxes and on
by minimizing the residuals in the best fit to the central sola
temperature. This method attributes all of the scatter in th
fits to either the flux or to the central temperature; the calc
lated range provides a reasonable estimate of the plausi
range of the scaling exponents.

Table II presents the best estimates for the scaling exp
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nents and their estimated errors.1 We also show in Table II
the semianalytic results obtained in the following section u
ing the one-zone solar model. We choose to represent
pp flux with a new functional form, fpp
}@120.08(T/TSSM)

m#, rather than~as has become conven
tional! fpp}T

m, for the reasons described in the next se
tion.

III. TEMPERATURE EXPONENTS: ONE-ZONE MODEL

Using a static one-zone model of the present-day Sun,
derive in this section approximate scaling laws that agr
satisfactorily with the results obtained by detailed evolutio
ary calculations of numerical solutions of multi-zone sol
models. We assume a fixed temperature and matter den
for the one-zone solar model.

1The residuals were minimized, as presented in Figs. 1 and 2
logarithmic space. For example, the minimization in temperatu
was performed on the expressionS i u lnf i2m lnT2constu, where
f i is the set of 1000 solar model fluxes. Absolute values we
considered to reduce slightly the weight of outliers. The inferr
temperature exponents are not sensitive to the precise way the m
mization is achieved. The best-estimate exponents given in Tabl
are the average of the exponents computed by minimizing the
siduals in either flux or temperature. The uncertainties presen
span the range of the two solutions.

FIG. 1. Thepp and pep neutrino fluxes as a function of centr
solar temperature. The top panel shows thepp neutrino flux versus
the central solar temperature~expressed in units of 106 K!. The
lower panel shows the pep neutrino fluxes vs central temperat
The circles correspond to 1000 representations of the standard s
model calculated in a precise Monte Carlo study of the uncertain
in the standard model solar neutrino fluxes@17#. The two plotted
lines represent a range of acceptable fits to the numerical d
which correspond to the indicated power-law dependences u
central temperature. The functional form for thepp reaction,

120.08(T/TSSM
n8 ) is discussed in the text.
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With this extremely simplified model, we do not expect to
obtain accurate values for the temperature scaling law
However, we shall see that the temperature exponents th
are obtained agree surprisingly well with the scaling laws
derived from the precise evolutionary solar models.

The last column of Table II gives the temperature expo
nents obtained in this section for a characteristic one-zon
central temperature ofTc5143106 K. The derived expo-
nents are not particularly sensitive to the assumed characte
istic central temperature,Tc . Figure 3 shows the dependence
of the exponents obtained with the one zone model forTc in
the range 123106 K to 163106 K.

A. pp and pep temperature exponents
In the one-zone approximation, the measured solar lum

nosity can be written
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FIG. 2. The7Be, 8B, 13N, and15O neutrino fluxes as a function
of central solar temperature. The four panels show how the fou
different neutrino fluxes depend upon central temperature. Th
circles correspond to 1000 numerical solar models that were com
puted with different input data@17#. The plotted lines represent a
range of acceptable fits to the numerical data, which correspond
the indicated power-law dependences upon temperature.

TABLE II. Temperature exponents for solar neutrino fluxes. We
recommend a new functional dependence forf(pp), f(pp)

}120.08(T/TSSM)
m8 as discussed in the text. All other exponents

are given for the functional form,f}Tm. For the one-zone model,
we assumed a characteristic temperatureTc5143106 K.

Neutrino Monte Carlo Estimated One-zone
flux exponent uncertainty exponent

f(pp),m8 13.0 0.7 11
f(pp),m 21.1 0.1 20.9
f(pep) 22.4 0.9 21.4
f(7Be! 10 2 11
f(8B! 24 5 25
f(13N! 24.4 0.2 20
f(15O! 27.1 0.1 20
f(17F! 27.8 0.1 23
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L(5V~e33R331e34R34!'Ve33~R331R34!, ~2!

whereV is volume,R is the rate of a nuclear fusion reactio
per unit volume,R33 corresponds to the nuclear reactio
3He13He→4He12p ~reaction 4 of Table I!, R34 corre-
sponds to the reaction3He14He→7Be1g ~reaction 5 of
Table I!, ande is the amount of energy released by the fusio
cycles corrected for neutrino losses. The rates of bothR33
and R34 increase rapidly with temperature;R34 increases
somewhat faster@18#. For the illustrative purposes of the
one-zone model, the 3% difference betweene33 ande34 has
been neglected in writing Eq.~2!. We have also neglected the
small contributions~less than a few percent in standard sol
models! to the total luminosity of the fusion reactions asso
ciated with the CNO and8B neutrinos.

The flux of pp neutrinos at Earth is

f~pp!5
V

4pr %

2 ~2R331R34!. ~3!

The factor of 2 appears in Eq.~3! because twopp neutrinos
are produced in the first branch of the chain; app reaction is
required to make each of the two3He nuclei. In the second
branch of thepp chain, thea particle acts as a catalyst an
therefore only onepp reaction is needed.

Substituting Eq.~2! into Eq. ~3!, one has

f~pp!'
1

4pr %

2 F2L(

e33
2VR34G . ~4!

SinceR34 increases with temperature, the temperature dep
dence of thepp neutrino flux is negative, as was found firs
in the detailed evolutionary solar model calculations@17#.

The appropriate functional relation is, therefore,

FIG. 3. The power-law exponents. The figure shows how t
calculated power-law exponents (m, where neutrino flux}Tc

m) de-
pend upon the characteristic central temperature of the one-z
model. For example,m(pp) varies between20.9 and20.8 as the
central temperature is varied between 123106 K and 163106 K.
n
n

n
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f~pp!5b2aTc
m8 . ~5!

Hereb56.531010 cm22 s21 and

m8~pp!5
d ln@n~3He!n~4He!^3,4&#

d ln@T#
. ~6!

We make use of the convenient notation in which the rea
tion cross section times velocity averaged over a Maxwe
Boltzman distribution is represented, for the interacting n
clei i and j , by pointed brackets,̂i , j & ~see Eq. 3.9 of@18#!.
Thus the rate of the3He14He reaction is represented by
R345n(3He)n(4He)^3,4&.

Both, the equilibrium number density ofn(3He) and
^3,4& are strong functions of temperature. The density can
found @18,24# by solving the equilibrium rate equations. A
temperatures representative of the interior of the Sun, a go
approximation for the number density of3He is

n~3He!'n~H!A ^ 1,1 &
2 ^ 3,3 &

. ~7!

The rate of thepp reaction is writtenR1,1[n(1H)2^1,1&/2,
where^ i , j &}T22/3exp(2ti,j), t i , j53E0,i j /kT, andE0 is the
most probable energy of interaction@18#. We note thatt is
proportional toT21/3.

The value ofm8 can be calculated from Eq.~6!.
Using this one-zone model, we can estimate the value

m8 as well as the value ofm, which is traditionally used to
describe the temperature dependence@see Eqs.~1! and ~5!#:

m8~pp!'11,

m~pp!'2m8~pp!~aTm8/b!'20.08m8~pp!'20.9,
~8!

where we have evaluated the exponents at the one-zone c
acteristic central temperature,Tc5143106 K. We have also
takenaTm8/b'R34/2R33 to be equal to 0.08, as predicted by
detailed numerical solar models or, less precisely, by the o
zone model. The preferred form for the temperature depe
dence of thepp neutrino flux is, therefore,

f~pp!}@120.08~Tc /Tc,SSM!m8#, ~9!

whereTc,SSM515.643106 K.
The scaling exponent for thepp neutrino flux that is de-

rived from the one-zone model agrees reasonably well w
the exponent obtained from precise solar models~see Table
II !. The Monte Carlo study of 1000 detailed solar mode
yields m8513.0 (m521.1). The one-zone model yields
m8511 (m520.9). The one-zone model underestimates th
exponent of the temperature dependence of thepp neutrino
flux by about 20%.

The exponent for the pep neutrino flux can be obtain
with the aid of the analysis of thepp neutrino flux given
above, since the rate of the pep reaction~reaction 2 of Table
I! depends upon the rate of thepp reaction as@25#: R(pep)
}T21/2R(pp). Therefore, we can write

f~pep!}Tc
21/2~Tc

m!5Tc
21.4. ~10!

he

one
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In the one-zone model, the pep neutrino flux, like thepp
neutrino flux, scales like a negative power of the central so
temperature, as is found in the detailed solar model resu
The numerical scaling derived from the detailed solar mod
has a rather large uncertainty,m(pep)522.460.9, cf. Table
II. Moreover, the power-law exponent is larger for the pe
neutrino flux than it is for thepp neutrino flux, which fol-
lows from the fact that the pep rate divided by thepp rate is
proportional to the modulus squared of the electron wa
function near the two protons. The probability density of th
electron is inversely proportional to the electron veloci
@25#, which is itself approximately proportional toT1/2.

Although the pep flux could be written in a form simila
to Eq. ~5! for thepp neutrinos, we have chosen for simplic
ity to represent this minor component of the solar neutri
flux as a single power ofTc .

Figure 3 shows that the derived scaling exponents for
pp and pep neutrino fluxes do not depend strongly on t
value of the temperature,Tc , which is assumed to character
ize the solar interior in the one-zone model.

We conclude this subsection by summarizing the ma
physical insight. The often-quoted dependence of thepp
neutrino flux on a negative power of the temperatu
@f(pp)}T21# results from the fact that as the central tem
perature gets larger, an increasing number of the completi
of the pp chain proceed through the3He14He reaction~re-
action 5 of Table I!. A complete fusion reaction of four pro-
tons being converted to ana particle via the3He14He re-
action involves the production of only onepp neutrino~cf.
Table I!. On the other hand, a fusion of four protons via th
3He13He reaction~reaction 4 of Table I! produces twopp
neutrinos. The3He13He reaction predominates at lowe
temperatures. Thus thepp flux is larger at lower central tem-
peratures.

B. 7Be and 8B temperature exponents

The dependences of the other neutrino fluxes upon
central solar temperature can all be derived as simple po
laws,f}Tc

m . The power-law exponent,m, can be obtained
from the one-zone model.

The flux of 7Be neutrinos can be calculated from the ra
equation

R~7Be1e2!}n~e!n~7Be!^e2,7Be&, ~11!

whereR(7Be1e2) is the rate at which7Be captures elec-
trons in the solar interior~i.e., reaction 6 of Table I!. Here
^e2,7Be& is, as before, the reaction cross section times v
locity averaged over a Maxwell-Boltzman temperature d
tribution. The 7Be electron-capture reaction is much fast
@18# under solar interior conditions than the competin
proton-capture reaction~reaction 8 of Table I!. The electron-
capture rate is, in equilibrium, essentially equal to the rate
production of 7Be. Moreover, the production rate of7Be is
the same as the reaction rateR34 that determines the tem-
perature exponentm8 of thepp reaction@see Eq.~4! and the
following discussion#. Therefore, the7Be electron-capture
reaction has the same scaling index,m(7Be)511, that was
derived in Eq.~8! for the pp reaction. Thus
lar
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f~7Be!}Tc
11, ~12!

which is approximately 10% larger than the value o
m(7Be)510 that is obtained from the detailed numerica
models~see Table II!.

The temperature dependence of the8B neutrino flux can
be calculated in a similar manner. The8B neutrino flux re-
sults from a rare branch of thepp chain~reaction 8 of Table
I! in which 7Be captures a proton rather than an electro
Therefore the8B neutrino flux can be written as

f~8B!}R~7Be1e2!
^p,7Be&

^e2,7Be&
. ~13!

SubstitutingTc5143106 K in Eq. ~13!, we find

f~8B!}Tc
25. ~14!

The temperature dependence is much stronger for8B neutri-
nos than for7Be neutrinos because the electron capture ra
depends only weakly on temperature~essentially likeT21/2

@26#!, and the proton capture rate increases rapidly with te
perature~like all strong interaction fusion rates!.

The derived scaling exponent for8B, m(8B)525, is for-
tuitously close to the value ofm524 that is obtained by
fitting to the detailed numerical models~cf. Table II!.

Figure 3 shows that the derived scaling exponents for t
7Be and8B neutrino fluxes vary by less than610% as the
assumed characteristic central temperatureTc varies between
123106 K to 163106 K.

C. CNO temperature exponents

The temperature dependence of the CNO neutrino flux
can also be estimated simply. For the major part of the CN
cycle which leads from12C to 15N, the slowest reaction is
14N(p,g)15O @18,24#. Therefore, the neutrino fluxes that are
produced in this part of the cycle, from13N and 15O, will
both have approximately the same temperature depende
~Slight differences will occur due, e.g., to nonequilibrium
effects not accounted for in our static one-zone model.! The
total number of CNO atoms is approximately constant a
mostly in the form of14N.

The temperature exponents for the13N and 15O neutrino
fluxes can be derived from the rate of the14N(p,g)15O re-
action by calculating the logarithmic derivative of the reac
tion rate with respect to temperature. Thu
m5$t@14N(p,g)15O#22%/3. The temperature dependence o
the 13N and 15O neutrino fluxes is therefore:

f~13N!,f~15O!}Tc
20. ~15!

The exponents derived above are in reasonable agreem
with the scaling laws obtained from the~non-equilibrium!
detailed solar models, which arem(13N)524 and
m(15O)527 ~see Table II!.

Finally, we calculate the temperature dependence of t
rare17F neutrino flux. The slowest reaction involved in pro
ducing the17F neutrinos is16O(p,g)17F . The temperature
dependence of the17F neutrinos can be calculated by ana
ogy with the calculation for the13N and 15O neutrinos. In the
derivation for the 17F neutrinos, we consider the
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16O(p,g)17F reaction instead of the14N(p,g)15O reaction.
The scaling law derived in this way is

f~17F!}Tc
23. ~16!

This result is in satisfactory agreement with the expone
obtained from the 1000 solar models, which ism(17F)528
~see Table II!.

Figure 3 shows that the derived scaling exponents for
CNO neutrino fluxes vary by less than610% as the assumed
characteristic central temperatureTc varies between
123106 K to 163106 K.

IV. SUM RULE FOR TEMPERATURE EXPONENTS

The luminosity of the Sun can be expressed in terms
the individual neutrino fluxesf i as @7,14,27,28#

L(}S ie if i , ~17!

where, for neutrinos from thepp chain,

e i513.366 MeV2^qi&. ~18!

Here ^qi& is the average energy loss to the star from neu
nos of typei ; the values ofe i can be obtained from Table 3.2
of Ref. @18#. Equations~17! and ~18! assume that all the
nuclear fusion reactions are in equilibrium, which is a re
sonably accurate approximation for all but the CNO neut
nos and, in the outer region of the solar core, the reactio
that produce and destroy3He. For the13N and 15O neutri-
nos, Eq.~18! does not apply and the values must be calc
lated separately from Table 3.3 of Ref.@18#. For these neu-
trinos, e(13N)53.457 MeV and e(15O)521.572 MeV.
@Equation~18! would also apply to CNO neutrinos if they
were in complete equilbirium.#

Fogli and Lisi @14# pointed out that Eq.~17!, when com-
bined with the fact that the present-day solar luminosity is
known constant, implies a sum rule on the temperature
ponents. In our notation, the Fogli-Lisi sum rule is

S ie imif i50. ~19!

The Monte Carlo exponents given in Table II satisfy th
Fogli-Lisi sum rule to an accuracy of 5% or better@i.e.,
(S ie imif i)/(S ie if i) is less than 5%#. For the one-zone
model, the sum rule is only satisfied to an accuracy
;20%. ~If only pp and 7Be neutrinos are considered, th
sum rule is satisfied by construction in the one-zone mode
the accuracy of our numerical approximations.! Violations of
the sum rule in the one-zone model are caused primarily
the fact that different neutrino fluxes are produced in diffe
ent temperature regions of the sun. If high precision is
quired, the solar neutrino fluxes cannot be parametrized b
single temperature.

V. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN NEUTRINO FLUXES

In the previous sections, we have concentrated~as have
most other investigations of this subject! on the average de-
pendence of individual neutrino fluxes on the central so
temperature. In this section, we focus on the correlations t
occur between the deviations of different neutrino flux
nt
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from their average values. Previously we asked: On averag
how strongly does a particular neutrino flux depend upo
temperature? In this section, we ask: If one neutrino flux
larger than its average value by a specified amount, is
second neutrino flux larger or smaller than its average and,
so, by how much?

The one-zone model predicts the relative magnitude a
the relative phase of the fractional changes,Df/f, of the
7Be and thepp neutrino fluxes. Here

Df i5f i2f i ,SSM, ~20!

wheref i ,SSM is the standard value of thei th neutrino flux
computed for the best input parameters and input physic
Since the temperature dependence of both the7Be and the
pp neutrino fluxes are, in the approximation in which we ar
working, governed by the rate,R34, of the

3He14He reac-
tion, the fractional changes in the fluxes are expected to
proportional to each other. The proportionality constant ca
be derived by comparing Eq.~3!, Eq. ~4!, and Eq.~11!. We
find

Df~7Be!

f~7Be!SSM
52F f~pp!SSM

f~7Be!SSM
11G Df~pp!

f~pp!SSM
. ~21!

Figure 4 shows, as the one-zone model predicts, that t
slope of theDf(7Be)/f(7Be) versusDf(pp)/f(pp) rela-
tion is negative and the magnitude of the slope is;210. A
closer study of Fig. 4 reveals that the slope,a, obtained with
the 1000 numerical models used in the Monte Carlo study
aMonte Carlo'29, whereas the slope predicted by the one
zone solar model isaone zone'213. The difference between
the slope obtained with the Monte Carlo study and the slop
found with the one-zone model reflects the same imprecisi
in the one-zone model that was found earlier in Sec. III
and Sec. III B. The slope that is relevant for Fig. 4 is the rati

FIG. 4. Correlation of the7Be and thepp neutrino fluxes. The
figure shows the strong correlation, predicted by the one-zo
model, between the fractional changes in the7Be neutrino flux and
the fractional changes in thepp neutrino flux as calculated in the
1000 numerical solar models in the Monte Carlo experiment of Re
@17#. HereDf i5f i2f i ,SSM.
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of the 7Be andpp temperature exponents for neutrino fluxe
these exponents are predicted by the one-zone model to
~see Table II!, respectively, 10% too large and 20% too sma
relative to the detailed models.

The one-zone model also predicts the average linear r
tion between the fractional changes,Df/f, of the 8B,
7Be, andpp neutrino fluxes. Figure 5 shows, in the to
panel, the fractional changes in flux for8B neutrinos versus
the fractional changes in flux for the7Be neutrinos, for the
1000 detailed solar models. The bottom panel of Fig.
shows fractional changes in flux for8B neutrinos versus
7Be neutrinos.
The relevant slope in a plot ofDf i /f i versusDf j /f j is

just the ratio of the corresponding temperature exponents
f i andf j that are given in Table II. Therefore, the predicte
one-zone model slope,a, for 8B versus 7Be is
aone zone'22.3, which is very close to the value o
aMonte Carlo'22.4 found in the Monte Carlo study. The one
zone model predicts a somewhat too steep dependenc
fractional changes in8B neutrino fluxes versus fractiona
changes in7Be neutrino fluxes, namely,aone zone'28, versus
aMonte Carlo'22.

Figure 5 shows a large scatter in the relation betwe
fractional changes of the8B neutrino flux and either the
7Be or thepp neutrino flux. This lack of tightness in the
relations shown in Fig. 5 results ultimately from the fact tha
in all modern solar models, the8B-producing reaction, reac-
tion 8, Table I, is rare and does not influence significantly t
structure of the Sun. In fact, the largest uncertainty in t
model calculations of the8B neutrino flux is caused by the
uncertainty in the experimental value for the low-energ
nuclear cross section of reaction 8; the value of this cro
section has essentially no effect (,0.1%) on the calculated
rates of the other nuclear fusion reactions.

FIG. 5. Correlations between the7Be, 8B, and pp neutrino
fluxes. The figure shows the moderate correlation that exists
tween the fractional changes in the8B neutrino flux and the frac-
tional changes of either the7Be or the pp neutrino flux. Here
Df i5f i2f i ,SSM.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The most interesting result of our study is the understan
ing it provides of the negative temperature dependence of
pp neutrino flux. The empirical fact that thepp flux de-
creases with increasing central temperature, contrary to
trend found with all other solar neutrino fluxes, has bee
known since 1988@17,18#, but has not previously been ex-
plained physically. At first glance, this negative temperatu
dependence is counterintuitive.

In Sec. III A, we show that the negative temperature d
pendence is a simple consequence of the fact that at hig
temperatures only onepp neutrino is produced per~approxi-
mately! 25 MeV communicated to the star~via fusion of four
protons!, whereas at lower temperatures twopp neutrinos
are produced per 25 MeV. In other words, at lower temper
tures the 3He-3He fusion termination reaction~which re-
quires two pp reactions! predominates whereas at highe
temperatures the3He-4He reaction is faster~and requires
only onepp reaction!. The total energy per unit time com-
municated to the star must equal the observed solar lumin
ity, independent of the assumed central temperature. Thus
the temperature increases and more of the nuclear fusion
accomplished by the3He-4He reaction, fewerpp neutrinos
are produced~and more7Be and8B neutrinos are created!.

In order to obtain a simple physical understanding of th
temperature scalings and the correlations between the dif
ent neutrino fluxes, we have adopted a one-zone model
the interior of the sun. This model is characterized by a fixe
central temperature,Tc , and a total luminosity that is equal
to the observed solar luminosity. Given the emphasis in t
current literature on calculating ever more precise solar mo
els, with hundreds of different mass shells, it is gratifyin
and surprising that the one-zone model accounts semiqu
titatively for some of the most often used results of the d
tailed model calculations. Moreover, the one-zone mod
predicts the average correlations found between the differ
neutrino fluxes, a bonus in insight that was not possible
anticipate without detailed study of the simple model.

Figure 1 and Fig. 2 display the dependence upon cent
temperature of the 1000 detailed solar models used in
Bahcall-Ulrich Monte Carlo study@17,18# of theoretical un-
certainties in the predicted solar neutrino fluxes. We ha
used these data to determine average temperature expon
m, for all of the solar neutrino fluxes, where by assumptio
f}Tm. The exponents determined here are obtained by
formal best-fitting technique and are to be preferred to t
previously estimated exponents@17,18# inferred less for-
mally from these same data; the previously estimated exp
nents have been widely used in the literature. We have a
estimated, for the first time so far as we know, uncertainti
in the inferred temperature exponents.

Figure 4 and Fig. 5 show the correlations, found in th
Monte Carlo study, between the different individual neutrin
fluxes. These correlations reflect the fact that when one n
trino flux is increased or decreased, there is likely to be
corresponding change in the values of the other neutri
fluxes. These correlations must be taken into account wh
comparing the results of theoretical solar model calculation
including their uncertainties, with solar neutrino exper
ments. The only precise way to include the correlations d

be-
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played in Figs. 4 and 5 is to use the complete set of cal
lated neutrino fluxes in the theoretical analysis~cf. @29#!.
Various practical approximations to this rather cumbersom
method have been discussed in the literature~see, for ex-
ample,@6,8,14#!.

The temperature exponents calculated with the aid of
one-zone model agree with the exponents inferred from
Monte Carlo study of precise solar models to an accuracy
20% or better for the three most important solar neutri
fluxes:pp, 7Be, and8B. The results are shown in Table II
which compares the exponents calculated with the one-z
model with the results obtained from the detailed solar mo
els. Figure 3 shows that the scaling exponents calculated
the one-zone solar model are not strongly dependent u
the assumed characteristic central temperature,Tc ~taken
here to beTc5143106 K!.

The quantitative agreement between the results of
one-zone model and the detailed models is impressive gi
the fact that the temperature exponents vary fromm;21
for pp neutrinos tom;124 for 8B neutrinos.

The physical insight provided by the one-zone model su
gests a new form for the temperature dependence of thepp
neutrino flux, which is given in Eq.~9!. In this form, the
variation of thepp neutrino flux is, for all temperatures
consistent with the observed solar luminosity, since it w
derived by considering the relation between the solar lum
nosity, Eq.~2!, and thepp neutrino flux, Eq.~3!. Moreover,
the formula for thepp neutrino flux, Eq.~4!, provided by the
one-zone model makes explicit the close correlation betwe
the 7Be andpp neutrino fluxes that is manifest in Fig. 4. Th
expression used in this paper for thepp neutrino flux, Eq.
~9!, was derived by considering the relation between the
lar luminosity, Eq.~2!, and thepp rate, Eq.~3!. Physically,
the strong correlation exists because the7Be neutrino flux is
proportional to the rate of reaction 5 of Table I and thepp
neutrino flux is proportional to a constant minus the rate
reaction 5~if we neglect the small contribution from CNO
neutrinos!.

The one-zone model also accounts quantitatively for t
average correlation, shown in Fig. 5, between the8B and
7Be neutrino fluxes, and between the8B and pp neutrino
fluxes.

No simple model can, however, account in detail for th
scatter in the correlation plots shown in Figs. 4 and 5. T
cu-
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Monte Carlo experiments simulate uncertainties in many d
ferent parameters; the power-law fits in the figures repres
only the average response of the neutrino fluxes to t
changes in all the individual parameters. For analyses requ
ing a precise assessment of the correlations between the
ferent neutrino fluxes, a Monte Carlo study of detailed sol
models is required.

What have we learned from this study? Improved tem
perature exponents for the neutrino fluxes are now availab
with estimates for the uncertainties in the exponents. A sta
one-zone model of the sun accounts for the essential featu
of the temperature scaling of the neutrino fluxes and ev
describes well the average correlations between the flux
The model does not provide a precise description of the te
perature dependences nor of the correlations between the
ferent fluxes. The exponents derived from the one-zo
mode model do not satify precisely the sum rule derive
from the measured solar luminosity.

The fundamental reason that the one-zone model does
account accurately for all of the known results is that i
precise solar models each neutrino flux is produced in a d
ferent range of temperatures. One cannot represent the
sults of different temperature ranges by a single parame
Tc .

In the future, a new Monte Carlo study must be unde
taken to determine the temperature scalings and the corr
tions between the neutrino fluxes when, as required by he
oseismological measurements@30#, diffusion is taken into
account in the solar model calculations. The analysis
Bludman@23# suggests that the effects of diffusion may alte
the inferred temperature exponents by a non-negligib
amount when compared to the values given in this pap
which are obtained from detailed solar models that do n
include diffusion@17#. A Monte Carlo study is now under-
way that will create 1000 solar models that include diffusio
and other recent refinements of the stellar model@31#.
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